
Expand your printing capabilities with 
the MatchMate system.

Based on the powerful NetJet software, MatchMate is 
used on jobs that require a vision system and/or product 
tracking capabilities. 

Run personalized inserts on your inserting machine an print the 
matching address on the envelope.

Print matching data on both sides of a folder or turnover 
device.

Confirm data was printed using MatchMate Print/Verify 
function.

Built-in flexibility allows for many other 
applications involving a wide variety of 
components. Be part of the next wave in 
digital printing with Kirk-Rudy’s MatchMate 
software.

Block diagram graphics simplifies the 
complicated task of system configuration. 
Sized components are arranged according 
to their actual location on the system. 
Record data is displayed as it passes 
through each component.

KR MatchMate Software
A NetJet Software Module Add another dimension to your inkjet capabilities with MatchMate!
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KR MatchMate
A NetJet Software Module

**General Specifications

**Specifications subject to change without notice.  

MatchMate’s 3 Basic Software Configurations

1. The Read-Write module is used for
addressing envelopes containing personalized
inserts. The MatchMate system reads a
preprinted code on an insert, tracks the piece
through the inserter and then inkjet prints
matching data on the outside of the envelope.
If a jam occurs and a piece is removed, the
system skips to the next record.

2. The Print Verifier module is used to
verify data was printed and that it is legible. A
database entry is made once the piece is read
successfully by the vision system.

3. The Duplex Printing module is used in
applications where matching data is printed on
both sides of a mail piece. A KR445 Turnover
system flips the piece over between print
heads. The MatchMate software tracks the
piece through the turnover system and sends
matching data to the second printer at the
appropriate time. This same module is used
for folder applications where matching data is
printed before and after the folding application.
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